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Analysis of Affine Motion-Compensated Prediction
in Video Coding
Holger Meuel , and Jörn Ostermann

Abstract— Motion-compensated prediction is used in video
coding standards like High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) as
one key element of data compression. Commonly, a purely
translational motion model is employed. In order to also cover
non-translational motion types like rotation or scaling (zoom),
e. g. contained in aerial video sequences such as captured from
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), an affine motion model can be
applied. In this work, a model for affine motion-compensated prediction in video coding is derived. Using the rate-distortion theory
and the displacement estimation error caused by inaccurate affine
motion parameter estimation, the minimum required bit rate
for encoding the prediction error is determined. In this model,
the affine transformation parameters are assumed to be affected
by statistically independent estimation errors, which all follow
a zero-mean Gaussian distributed probability density function
(pdf). The joint pdf of the estimation errors is derived and
transformed into the pdfof the location-dependent displacement
estimation error in the image. The latter is related to the
minimum required bit rate for encoding the prediction error.
Similar to the derivations of the fully affine motion model,
a four-parameter simplified affine model is investigated. Both
models are of particular interest since they are considered for
the upcoming video coding standard Versatile Video Coding (VVC)
succeeding HEVC. Both models provide valuable information
about the minimum bit rate for encoding the prediction error as
a function of affine estimation accuracies.
Index Terms— Video coding, (simplified) affine motioncompensated prediction (MCP ), rate-distortion theory, Versatile
Video Coding (VVC).

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ODERN hybrid video coding standards like Advanced
Video Coding (AVC) [1], or High Efficiency Video
Coding (HEVC) [2] provide very good video compression
capabilities for daily life applications like Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB) [3]. Furthermore, video on demand (VOD)
applications, e. g. like Netflix or Amazon Prime Video, and
also internet video applications like Youtube depend on high
video compression performance. However, video compression
standards like HEVC are natively optimized for the compression of video sequences as produced by commercial movie
production studios or home-brew videos such as captured
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with a smartphone, camcorder or other digital movie cameras.
They reduce the redundancy contained in a video sequence
by a combination of motion-compensated prediction (MCP),
transform coding with quantization, both typically realized
in a differential pulse-code modulation (DPCM) loop, and
entropy coding [3]. MCP exploits that most parts of one
video image (further on referred to as frame) reoccur in
preceding or subsequent frames of the sequence. Instead of
a pixel-wise representation of a certain, typically rectangular,
image part (called block), only a displacement vector to a
similar image block is stored (motion vector). For the most
often used lossy coding schemes, the remaining pixel-wise
prediction error is transformed using a decorrelating transform.
Typically, a discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied and
the resulting coefficients are quantized afterwards. The motion
information, the quantized transform coefficients as well as
additional signaling data needed for video decoding (e. g.
video dimensions, frame rate, block partitioning, etc.) are
entropy encoded, e. g. by using a context-adaptive binary
arithmetic coding (CABAC). For the first frame of a video
sequence, which is intrinsically new, or blocks, for which no
appropriate candidate for motion-compensated prediction is
found, intra-frame coding or just intra coding can be applied
as an alternative. Intra coding uses only the current frame
and thus requires no other frames. In either case, a ratedistortion optimization (RDO) is used to test several encoding
possibilities with different block sizes, partitioning as well as
coding modes and the one which provides the best bit rate with
respect to the introduced distortion is selected for final coding.
A. Motion-Compensated Prediction
As mentioned above, one of the key elements for data compression in modern hybrid video coding standards is motioncompensated prediction (MCP). Since for video sequences
captured at typical frame rates between 24 and 60 frames
per second (fps) the same content is visible in many frames,
the coding efficiency using inter-frame coding with MCP is
much higher compared to that of intra-frame coding. More
specific, MCP does not attempt to describe the real motion
of a block, but rather searches for the corresponding block
with the highest similarity, i. e. with the lowest distortion,
typically measured as mean squared error (MSE) or sum of
absolute differences (SAD). For a highly accurate prediction,
the prediction error is small (or optimally zero) and the
entropy of the prediction error is smaller than for an inaccurate
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prediction. Consequently, also the minimum required bit rate
for encoding the prediction error depends on the accuracy of
the motion estimation, which can be specified by the variance
of the displacement estimation error. The minimum bit rate
of the prediction error of motion-compensated prediction as a
function of the variance of the displacement estimation error
was analyzed by Girod already in 1987 [4]. In his work
he showed that “the spatial power spectrum of the motioncompensated prediction error can be calculated from the signal
power spectrum and the displacement estimation error probability density function (pdf)” [4]. Finally, he related the power
spectrum of the motion-compensated prediction error to the
minimum bit rate for encoding the prediction error by applying
the rate-distortion theory. His derivations are employed again
in this work. In contrast to the work of Girod, a non-isotropic
autocorrelation function of the video signal is assumed in
this work based on measurements. Moreover, Girod assumed
that the displacement estimation errors x and y in x- and
y-direction are uncorrelated and location-independent which
only holds true for translational motion. Translational motion
is relatively easy to estimate and describes most of the block
motion for general videos sufficiently accurate. Consequently,
Girod modeled the displacement estimation error for translational motion with two degrees of freedom. Such a motion
model was employed in video coding standards like H.261
[5], MPEG-1 1 [6], MPEG-2 [7], H.263 [8], AVC [1], and
HEVC [2].
For video sequences with distinct global motion, affine
global motion compensation (GMC) was introduced in MPG -4
Advanced Simple Profile ( MPEG -4 ASP) [9], which can also
cover rotation, scaling (i. e. zooming) and shearing. Since the
coding efficiency gains of GMC stayed behind the expectations
for general video coding for natural scenes without prevalent
global motion, GMC was removed from the MPEG -4 ASP
successor AVC again and replaced by an improved motion
vector prediction (MVP). With upcoming small and relatively
cheap unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) like multicopters,
aerial video sequences with distinct global motion that cannot
be covered by a purely translational motion model, become
increasingly important. The importance of such sequences is
also reflected in recent test sets, which contain more aerial
video sequences than traditional video test sets, e. g. as used
for the standardization of AVC or HEVC [10]–[13].
To improve the processing of such higher-order global
motions, the ITU - T / ISO / IEC 2 Joint Video Exploration Team
(JVET) incorporated a simplified 4-parameter affine motion
model [14] (also referred to as similarity with four degrees
of freedom, e. g. by Hartley and Zissermann [15]) into the
experimental software Joint Exploration Model ( JEM) [16] of
the upcoming video coding standard Versatile Video Coding
(VVC) again [17]. In contrast to MPEG -4 ASP, it operates on a
block-level. Later, JVET additionally integrated a fully affine
motion model with 6 degrees of freedom into the reference
software VVC Test Model (VTM) [18]–[21]. Affine motion
1 MPEG : Moving Picture Experts Group.
2 ITU - T: International Telecommunication Union – Telecommunication Stan-

dardization Sector; ISO: International Organization for Standardization; IEC:
International Electrotechnical Commission.
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compensation is also part of the video codec (coder-decoder)
AOMedia Video (AV 1) [22], [23]. First investigations on the
common test set [24] (containing no sequences consisting
of distinct motion which cannot be covered by a purely
translational model) show coding efficiency gains of up to
1.35 % [25], [26]. Larger gains of more than 20 % can be
expected for sequences containing more higher-order motions
[14], [20]. In [27], interweaved prediction is proposed to
further enhance the coding efficiency. In that context, a theoretical analysis is carried out for the influence of interweaved
prediction on the expected prediction error distribution within
the prediction sub-blocks, and it is shown that the prediction
error is decreased by interweaved prediction.
In this work, a theoretical model of the rate-distortion
optimized bit rate for encoding the prediction error using
affine (global) motion-compensated prediction is presented.
For an affine motion model, particularly the assumption of
Girod [4] of uncorrelated displacement estimation errors x 
and y  (in the original work called x and y) in x- and
y-direction cannot be applied for non-translational motion.
Thus, in this work, the rate-distortion function for video coding
using affine motion compensation is derived by extending the
work of Girod [4] towards affine motion compensation and
correlated displacement estimation errors x  and y  . For
this purpose the displacement estimation error during motion
estimation is modeled and the bit rate after application of
the rate-distortion theory is obtained, especially considering
the power spectral density of modern high-resolution video
sequences (Section II). It is noteworthy that the results of the
derivations hold true for block-based as well as global motion
compensation.
B. Contributions and Organization
The contribution of this work is the analysis of motioncompensated prediction using an affine motion model. Two
different affine motion models are investigated, a fully one
with 6 degrees of freedom and a simplified one with only
4 degrees of freedom.
For a fully affine motion model (with six degrees of
freedom), the prediction error after motion compensation as
a function of the affine transformation parameter accuracy
is analytically derived. The affine parameters are assumed to
be independently estimated and, as a worst-case assumption,
independently perturbed by zero-mean Gaussian noise. Using
the rate-distortion theory [28], the minimum required bit rate
for encoding the prediction error is derived. More specifically, due to the assumptions as mentioned above, the supremum of the minimum required prediction error bit rate is
derived.
Similar considerations are made for a simplified affine
motion model with only four degrees of freedom (rotation,
scaling, translation). Since the assumption of independently
estimated affine transformation parameters cannot be met
for the simplified model, the inter-correlation between the
estimated parameters has to be specifically considered. Both
models are investigated in the course of the standardization of
VVC.
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The derivations for the fully affine model are based on
[29], [30] and for the simplified affine model on [30]. In this
work, all results are presented in a unified notation, related
to each other, and thoroughly discussed [30]. Both models
are valid for motion-compensated prediction applied on blocklevel or on entire frames as in the special case of global motion
compensation.
In addition to the above derivations, the systematical error is
modeled for the case that a purely translational motion model
is employed for sequences containing non-translational affine
motion. This systematical error is further related to the findings
of the affine parameter estimation errors [30].
An exhaustive experimental validation of the findings is
further presented and discussed in detail [30].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section II, the efficiency of motion-compensated prediction is
analyzed for a fully as well as for a simplified affine motion
model and compared to the efficiency of a purely translational motion model using the example of aerial sequences
containing distinct global motions. Experimental results are
presented and discussed in Section III: the model from
Section II is experimentally validated in Section III-A by
measurements of the prediction error bit rate for inaccurate
affine motion estimation. Operational rate-distortion diagrams
for real-world sequences encoded with and without affine
motion-compensated prediction are presented in Section IIIB. Section IV summarizes and concludes this work.
II. R ATE -D ISTORTION T HEORY FOR A FFINE M OTION
C OMPENSATION IN V IDEO C ODING
The largest contribution to the overall data rate of an
encoded video stream in hybrid video coding is due to the
encoding of the prediction error [31]. Thus, Bernd Girod
modeled the minimum required bit rate for encoding the
prediction error as a function of the motion estimation accuracy in his early work from 1987 [4]. In his work, Girod
modeled the bit rate for a translational motion model and
thus only for uncorrelated displacement estimation errors
x  and y  . With upcoming new application scenarios
with video sequences containing distinct global and nontranslational motion like aerial videos, it is beneficial to
consider additional—non purely translational—motion models
[14], [20], [21] as currently applied in the upcoming video
coding standards Versatile Video Coding (VVC) [32] and AV 1
[22], [23].
In this section an efficiency analysis of motion-compensated
prediction is performed for a fully affine model [18], [19]
with six degrees of freedom (Section II-A) as well as for
a simplified affine motion model [14] (Section II-B). Both
motion models currently are designated to be part of VVC [32].
To model the minimum required bit rate for encoding the
prediction error, two different influences have to be distinguished. On the one hand, the model error itself has to be
considered. The model error describes motions contained in
the scene which cannot be covered by the selected motion
model. On the other hand, the estimation error of the motion
estimation itself has to be considered. The estimation error of
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Fig. 1.

Flowchart of the analysis.

course depends on the specific implementation and restrictions
like motion vector accuracy in common hybrid video coding—
as analyzed in [4]. Both aspects will be considered in this
work. As for the rate-distortion analysis the source of the
perturbations does not matter, the derivations for both are the
same and thus are conducted only once. Similar as in [4],
the model covers the minimum required bit rate for encoding
the prediction error without any signaling. The latter may
additionally account to a non-negligible bit rate. Parts of this
section including the derivations for the fully and simplified
affine models have been published in [29], [30].
A. Efficiency Analysis of Fully Affine Motion Compensation
The overview flow diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates the connections between the different components of the analysis within
this section. The analysis is based on [4], although significant
modifications have been introduced as explained in the next
subsections.
The working steps are structured as follows:
• First, the affine motion and the error model as used for
further derivations are introduced (Section II-A.1).
• Second, the 2D probability density function (pdf)
pX  , Y  (x  , y  ) of the displacement estimation
errors in x- (x  ) and y-direction (y  ) is derived (right
part in Fig. 1). Here, X  and Y  denote the random
processes generating x  and y  . The Fourier transform
of pX  , Y  (x  , y  ) is P(), which will be used for
subsequent derivations as proposed by Girod [4].  here
abbreviates the two-dimensional (2D) spatial frequency
vector  := (ωx , ω y ) for reasons of clarity (Sections IIA.2 and for the simplified affine model II-B.1).
• In a third step, the autocorrelation function ( ACF )
Rss (x  , y  ) is modeled for typical input video
sequences. The modeling is performed similar to that
from O’Neal [33] and Girod [4] but was slightly modified in order to model also non-isotropic autocorrelation
functions. According to the Wiener-Khinchin theorem,
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the power spectral density ( PSD) of the signal Sss ()
is the Fourier transform of this autocorrelation function
Rss (x  , y  ) (left part in Fig. 1, Section II-A.3).
Combining the PSDof the signal Sss () and the Fourier
transform of the probability density function of the
displacement estimation error P() by exploiting the
findings from Girod [4], the PSDof the prediction error
See () is derived (middle in Fig. 1, Section II-A.4).
In the last step, the rate-distortion theory is applied to
derive a distortion D and the corresponding bit rate R(D)
of the prediction error signal as proposed by Girod [4]
(lower part in Fig. 1, Section II-A.5).
The rate-distortion analysis of affine motion-compensated
prediction is performed using real video signals for the
fully affine (global) motion-compensated prediction in
Section II-A.6 and for the simplified affine global motioncompensated prediction in Section II-B.2.
First, in Section II-A.6.a, the affine parameter estimation
error variances are determined for a real-world implementation. Based on the measurement, the probability
density function of the displacement estimation error is
calculated. Afterwards, the maximum gain which can be
achieved by affine motion-compensated prediction instead
of purely translational motion-compensated prediction is
derived. Finally in this subsection, non-translational affine
motions contained in representative camera-captured aerial video sequences were measured and related to the
estimation error variances.
Second, in Section II-A.6.b, the autocorrelation functions of real video sequences are measured. From the
results, a mean power spectral density is derived. Third,
in Section II-A.6.c, the rate-distortion theory is finally
applied to determine the minimum required bit rate for
encoding the prediction error.
In Section II-A.7 finally conclusions are drawn for the
fully affine motion-compensated prediction.

y  = e21 · x + e22 · y + e23 .

(3)

2) Probability Density Function (pdf) of the Displacement
Estimation Error: With the assumption that each error term
ei j is zero-mean Gaussian distributed, the probability density
functions (pdfs) p(ei j ) of the error terms ei j are


ei2j
1
(4)
p(ei j ) = 
· exp − 2
2σei j
2πσ 2
ei j

with i = {1, 2}, j = {1, 2, 3} and the variances σe2i j of
the error terms. For statistically independent variables the
joint pdf p E11 ,...,E23 (e11 , . . . , e23 ) for the random variables
E 11 , . . . , E 23 generating the observations e11 , . . . , e23 is:
p E11 ,...,E23 (e11 , . . . , e23 ) = p(e11 ) · . . . · p(e23 ).

(5)

To convert the pdf p E11 ,...,E23 (e11 , . . . , e23 ) to the desired
pdf pX  , Y  (x  , y  ) with the random processes X  , Y 
generating the resulting displacement estimation errors x 
and y  as caused by affine parameter estimation errors, the
transformation theorem for pdfs is used ( [34], [35]):
p

1 ,...,

( 1, . . . ,
M

M )=

∞

∞

−∞

−∞

···

p 1 ,..., N (ξ1 , . . . , ξ N )

M

·

δ

m

− gm (ξ1 , . . . , ξ N ) dξ1 . . . dξ N

(6)

m=1

with δ(·) denoting the Dirac delta function, g1 , . . . , g M
being functions 1 = g1 ( 1 , . . . ,  N ), … ,
=
M
g M ( 1 , . . . ,  N ),  1 , . . . ,  N and  1 , . . . ,  M representing random processes and p 1 ,..., M ( 1 , . . . , M ) being the
joint pdf. With (2) and (3) this yields
pX  ,Y  x  , y  |x, y
=

R6

p E11 ,...,E23 (e11 , . . . , e23 )

· δ x  − (xe11 + ye12 + e13 )
· δ y  − (xe21 + ye22 + e23 ) de11 . . . de23

1) Affine Motion and Error Model: Assuming a fully affine
(7)
motion model with six degrees of freedom, the x- and ycoordinates x  and y  in the source frame can be computed with a dependency on the location coordinates x and y in the
from the six affine parameters ai j with i = {1, 2}, j = {1, 2, 3} current frame. By using the properties of the delta function
and the coordinate (x, y) in the current (destination) frame and substituting e13 and e23 , the integrals
in component notation by backwards prediction:
pX  ,Y  x  , y  |x, y
x  = a11 ·x + a12 · y + a13 ; y  = a21 ·x + a22 · y + a23 . (1)

The parameters a13 and a23 describe the translational part
of a motion, whereas the parameters a11 , a12 , a21 , a22 express
the rotation, scaling and shearing, respectively. It is assumed
that each parameter ai j is perturbed (indicated by ˆ· ) by an
independent error term ei j , caused by inaccurate parameter
estimation. Consequently, the perturbed coordinates x̂  and ŷ 
can be expressed as x̂  = â11 x + â12 y + â13 and ŷ  = â21 x +
â22 y + â23, leading to displacement estimation errors x  and
y  (in pixel, further on referred to as pel) in horizontal and
vertical direction of:
x  = x̂  − x  = (â11 − a11 ) ·x+(â12 −a12) ·y+(â13 −a13)
  
  
  
e11

e12

= e11 · x + e12 · y + e13

e13

(2)

=

R4


p E11 ,...,E22 (e11 , e12 , x  − xe11 − ye12 , e21 , e22

y − xe21 − ye22 ) de11 de12de21 de22

(8)

are solved. Exploiting the statistical independence from (5),
the integrands are separated, which leads to
pX  ,Y  x  , y  |x, y
=

R2

·

R2

p E11 ,E12 ,E13 (e11 , e12 , x  −xe11 − ye12) de11de12
p E21 ,E22 ,E23 (e21 , e22 , y  −xe21 − ye22) de21de22 .
(9)

For simplicity, (9) is separated into its x- and y-components
and the following derivation is presented for the x-component
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only. The y-component can be calculated accordingly. From
(9) with (4) the pdf of x  is determined:
pX  (x  |x, y)
=

R2

= 


p E11 ,E12 ,E13 (e11 , e12 , x  −xe11 − ye12) de11de12
1

2πσe211

·

1

1
·
2πσe213


2πσe212

A


2
e12
· exp − 2
·
2σe12
−∞ −∞


(x  − xe11 − ye12 )2
de11de12
· exp −
2σe213
∞

∞

∞



e2
exp − 112
2σe11

∞

= A·

−

exp

−∞ −∞





1
2σe211 σe212 σe213


2
2
· σe212 σe213 e11
+ σe211 σe213 e12

+σe211 σe212 x  − xe11 − ye12

2


de11de12 .

(10)

Integration results in
pX  x  |x, y = 

1
σe211 x 2

2π


+ σe212 y 2 + σe213

x 2
· exp −
2 · σe211 x 2 + σe212 y 2 + σe213


.
(11)

After calculating the y-component accordingly, the resulting
displacement estimation error pdfis obtained as
pX  ,Y  (x  , y  |x, y)


1
x 2
y 2
=
· exp − 2
· exp − 2
2πσx  σy 
2σx 
2σy 
(12)
2
2 2
2 2
2
with σx
 = σe x + σe y + σe
11
12
13

and

2
σy


=

σe221 x 2

+

σe222 y 2

+ σe223 .

(13)
(14)

2 and σ 2 depend on the
It is obvious that the variances σx

y 
location in the frame. For simplicity pX  , Y  (x  , y  |x, y)
is abbreviated as pX  , Y  (x  , y  ) further on and accordingly.
3) Power Spectral Density of the Signal: The power spectral
density Sss (ωx , ω y ) is modeled according to O’Neal and Girod
[4], [33]. There it was assumed that the statistics of each frame
of the video sequence can be represented by the isotropic
autocorrelation function


Rss,iso(x  , y  ) = E s(x  , y  ) · s(x  − x  , y  − y  )


= exp −α x 2 + y 2
(15)
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with s(x  , y  ) representing the signal at position (x  , y  ) and
accordingly, x  and y  denoting the shift in x- and ydirection, respectively, and E[·] representing the expectation
value. Based on measurements, in this work the autocorrelation
function is assumed to be non-isotropic, leading to the general
form

 
(16)
Rss (x  , y  ) = exp − αx2 x 2 + α 2y y 2 .
The exponential drop rates αx and α y in x- and y-direction
can be determined as the negative logarithm of the correlations between horizontally and vertically adjacent pels αx =
− ln (ρss,x ) and α y = − ln (ρss,y ) [33]. For this, the autocorrelation coefficients [35], [36] ρss,x , ρss,y are calculated lineand column-wise, respectively. The power spectral density
Sss () now is the Fourier transform of (16) (Wiener-Khinchin
theorem).
4) Power Spectral Density of the Displacement Estimation
Error: To derive the bit rate for encoding the prediction error
in motion-compensated video coding, the findings from Girod
are used [4]. He related the displacement estimation error pdf
pX  , Y  (x  , y  ) to the prediction error e as follows: given
a displacement estimation error pdf pX  , Y  (x  , y  ),
the power spectral density of the prediction error


See () = 2 Sss () 1 − Re{P()} +
(17)
is obtained [4], where Sss () denotes the power spectral
density of the video signal s,  the two-dimensional (2D)
spatial frequency vector  := (ωx , ω y ), P() the 2D Fourier
transform of the probability density function of the displacement estimation error, Re{P()} the real part of P(),
and
a parameter that generates the rate-distortion function
R(D) (see next subsection) by taking on all positive real
values ( [4], Equation (28)). By variation of
the distortion
and the corresponding rate for encoding the prediction error
are determined, whereby one specific
yields one distinct
distortion and a corresponding rate.
5) Rate-Distortion Function: Applying the rate-distortion
theory [28] finally results in the minimum required bit rate
for encoding the prediction error. The distortion D as well as
the corresponding minimum bit rate R(D) are derived from
the rate-distortion function for a given mean-squared error
(Equations (19), (20) in [4], and [28]):


1
min
,
S
()
d
(18)
D=
ss
4π 2



See ()
1
log
R(D) =
d bit. (19)
2
8π 2
:

Sss ()>

and See ()>

Both, Equations (18) and (19), are connected by the generating function , which was also used in Equation (17).
As explained above,“generating function” here means that an
arbitrary positive real value can be selected. Then, one specific
distortion D can be calculated for the selected value of
(and of course as a function of the power spectral density of
the video signal Sss ()). The same value of that was used
for one distinct D has to be used for the calculation of the
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corresponding rate R(D) which can be calculated as a function
of this
as well as the power spectral density of the error
signal See (), which finally has to be encoded.
It is noteworthy that in contrast to the derivations from
2
2
Girod for a purely translational motion model σx
 and σy 
are location-dependent for an affine motion model, since
they are functions of the coordinates x and y. Consequently,
pX  , Y  (x  , y  ), P() and See (), and finally R(D) are
also location-dependent.
Using the idea of generating the rate-distortion function for
translative motion like explained by Girod [4] and the results
from Sections II-A.1 to II-A.4, the rate-distortion function for
affine motion can be evaluated, which is done in Section IIA.6.c.
6) Rate-Distortion Analysis of Affine Global MotionCompensated Prediction: In this subsection, the minimum bit
rate R (Equation (19)) for encoding the prediction error as a
function of the estimation parameter variances σe211 , σe212 , σe213 ,
σe221 , σe222 , σe223 is evaluated using a fully affine motion model
with 6 degrees of freedom.
For the evaluation, first in Section II-A.6.a viable affine
parameter estimation errors are determined for a specific
implementation using a video sequence with known frame-toframe mappings. Based on that measurement, the displacement
2
2
estimation error variances σx
 and σy  and finally the
probability density function of the displacement estimation
error (according to Equation (12)) is determined. Afterwards,
the gain introduced by affine motion-compensated prediction
over purely translational motion-compensated prediction is
analyzed. This results in the maximum gain for the special
case of affine global motion-compensated prediction.
Finally in this subsection, the inherently contained nontranslational affine motions in a scene (“scene affinities”) of
representative camera-captured aerial video sequences were
measured and related to the estimation error variances.
In Section II-A.6.b the average power spectral density of
real video signals is determined based on measured autocorrelation functions of different video sequences and the
application of the Wiener-Khinchin theorem.
In Section II-A.6.c finally, the rate-distortion theory is
applied resulting in minimum required bit rates for encoding
the prediction error as a function of the affine motion parameter error variances (Fig. 3).
Without loss of generality, the computations in this subsection are carried out for global motion-compensated prediction,
which is justified by the fact that in aerial videos from small
and medium UAVs the camera-motion induced global motion
is the predominant motion in each frame.
Computations for block-based motion-compensated prediction are additionally carried out in Section II-B for the
simplified affine motion model.
Due to the findings of (13) and (14), the variances of
2
2
the displacement estimation error σx
 and σy  depend on
the location in the frame. Consequently, also the resulting
minimum achievable bit rate is location-dependent. To obtain
the total bit rate for encoding one frame, the bit rate is
calculated for each pel over the entire frame and subsequently
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TABLE I
M EASURED E STIMATION E RROR VARIANCES σe2i j IN THE A RTIFICIAL
A ERIAL V IDEO S EQUENCE G ENERATED F ROM THE Hannover [38]
A ERIAL I MAGE AS P ROVIDED BY THE A PPLIED A FFINE M OTION
E STIMATION I MPLEMENTATION [37].

summed up. Also according to (13) and (14), the variances of
2 and σ 2 additionally
the displacement estimation errors σx

y 
depend on the variances of the error terms σe211 , σe212 , σe213 for
2 and on σ 2 , σ 2 , σ 2 for σ 2 , respectively.
σx

e21
e22
e23
y 
a) Displacement estimation error variances, motion
model error and scene “affinity”: To receive viable values for
the minimum bit rate R for encoding the prediction error, realistic variances σe211 , …, σe223 are determined (Equations (12)–
(19)). Therefore, the affine estimation error variances of the
affine motion estimation implementation [37] are measured.
A video sequence in full High-Definition (HD) resolution
of 1920 × 1080 pel was extracted from the aerial image
Hannover [38] with a resolution of 10000 × 10000 pel. (see
examples in Fig. 6 on page 7369 in the experimental section).
The signal characteristic of the sequence represents realistic
conditions for aerial surveillance missions. Each frame of
the video sequence was generated by affine transformation
(Equation (1)) of the still image Hannover whereas each affine
parameter follows a Gaussian distribution with given means
and variances, denoted as N (mean; variance), of:
A11 ∼ N (1; 10−5 ) ; A12 ∼ N (0; 10−5 ) ; A13 ∼ N (15; 100) ;
A21 ∼ N (0; 10−5 ) ; A22 ∼ N (1; 10−5 ) ; A23 ∼ N ( 0; 10) .
(20)
A11 , …, A23 represent the random processes generating a11 ,
…, a23. A Lanczos filter [39] was applied as interpolation
filter. The introduced motion covers typical motion types like
rotation and shearing. This sequence was used as ground
truth. The variances of the estimation parameter errors of
the generated video sequence are presented in Table I. These
values represent the accuracy of the motion estimation implementation [37].
To analyze the overall benefit of the application of
affine global motion-compensated prediction in video coding,
the affine global motion parts, the “affinities”, can be determined. Here, “affinity” means the inherent non-translational
affine parts of the motion contained in a sequence which
cannot be described in principle by a translational motion
model.
If a translational motion model is used for a sequence
containing a distinct affinity, the motion model error can be


and ymod
expressed as displacement estimation errors x mod
in x- and y-direction as






= x trans
− x aff
; ymod
= ytrans
− yaff
.
x mod

,
x trans


ytrans

(21)

are the estimated displaceIn these two equations,
 , y  are the real displacements in the sequence
ments and x aff
aff
caused by a fully affine motion inherently contained in the
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scene. With a fully affine motion according to (1) (page 7362)
and a purely translational motion model
x  = x + a13 ; y  = y + a23

(22)
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TABLE II
M EASURED VARIANCES σe2i j OF N ON -T RANSLATIONAL A FFINE T RANS FORMATION PARAMETERS (“AFFINITY ”) OF A ERIAL V IDEOS F ROM THE
TNT Aerial Video Testset ( TAVT ) D ATA S ET ( SET 1) [13], [40]. T HE
S EQUENCE ( SEQ .) N AMES R EFER TO THE F LIGHT A LTITUDES
T HEY W ERE R ECORDED AT.

(21) yields

x mod
= (1 − a11) ·x −a12 ·y
     
e11,mod

ymod

e12,mod

= e11,mod · x

+ e12,mod · y

(23)

= e21,mod · x

+ e22,mod · y.

(24)

The parameters a11 , …, a23 in (22)–(24) are assumed to be
perfectly estimated for the calculation of the motion model
error, since estimation errors have already been considered
separately (Table I). This means that the non-translational
affine motion model errors e11,mod , e12,mod, e21,mod, e22,mod
are solely caused by motion contained in the scene which
cannot be covered by a translational motion model.
The Equations (23) and (24) have the same structure as
(2) and (3). Consequently, (12)–(14) also describe the motion
model error if the variances of the motion model errors σe211,mod ,
σe212,mod , σe221,mod , σe222,mod are inserted in (13)–(14) instead of
the estimation error variances σe211 , σe212 , σe221 , σe222 . Purely
translational model errors e13,mod and e23,mod, or e13 and e23
in (13)–(14), respectively, are non-existent and thus set to zero.
As shown above, in case of a translational motion model,
the entire “affinity” of a sequence can be considered as
estimation error, since it cannot be covered by the motion
model.
The affinities of four representative camera-captured aerial
sequences from the TNT Aerial Video Testset (TAVT) data set
(set 1) [13], [40] were measured. Hereby, the non-translational
affine motion types (rotation, shearing, scaling) were assumed
to be zero between two consecutive frames in a video sequence
recorded at 30 fps and with a prevalent straight forward motion
of the camera. This results in the affinities of the TAVT data
set sequences as shown in Table II. From the measured results
in Table II it is obvious that the variances σe211 and σe222 as well
as σe212 and σe221 are pairwise similar. This can be explained by
the fact that the affine motion parts are predominantly caused
by a physical rotation of the camera and the skew-symmetry of
a 2D rotation matrix. Justified by these findings, it is assumed
that σe211 = σe222 as well as σe212 = σe221 and the averaged values
2.33·10−7 and 4.63·10−7 (see Table II), respectively, are used
for further computations.
It can be observed that the variances of the model error
in the range of 10−7 exceed the estimation error variances
(approximately 5 ·10−10 ) by several orders of magnitude. This
is caused by the fact that any non-translational motion like
rotation of the UAV causes a global rotation in the frame
(for a camera in nadir-view) which cannot be covered by
a translational motion model. Although the TAVT sequences
contain prevalently straightforward motion, small rotations
are also included. As a consequence also the variances of
the displacement estimation errors vary by three orders of
magnitude.

b) Power spectral density of the video signal: For the
calculation of the power spectral density Sss of the video
signal, the exponential drop rates αx and α y of the autocorrelation function are required (Equation (16)). Thus, the mean
correlations [36] of horizontally and vertically adjacent pels
of several video sequences from the Joint Collaborative Team
on Video Coding (JCT- VC) test set [41] were calculated.
For the standard-definition (SD) sequences (720 × 576) OldTownCross, CrowdRun, ParkJoy, DucksTakeOff, and InToTrees
mean horizontal and vertical correlations of ρss,x = 0.9425
and ρss,y = 0.9266, respectively, were measured. For the HD
sequences (1920 ×1080) BasketballDrive, BQTerrace, Cactus,
Kimono, and ParkScene the averaged horizontal and vertical
correlations amount to ρss,x = 0.9744 and ρss,y = 0.9677,
respectively. It can be observed that the correlations between
adjacent pels are larger for higher resolution sequences ( HD)
compared to lower resolution sequences as those used by
Girod. Since the video characteristics have not fundamentally
changed and comparable focal lengths were used for capturing,
much more pels represent one object in a HD sequence than
in a low resolution sequence (e. g. QCIF, CIF, or SD 3 ) and
consequently, the correlations between pels have to be higher
for HD sequences. The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function now is the power spectral density of the signal Sss
according to the Wiener-Khinchin theorem as explained above.
c) Application of the rate-distortion theory: The evaluation of the rate-distortion theory (Equations (18) and (19))
yields the minimum required bit rate R for a distortion D.
The location-dependent bit rate is visualized in Fig. 2 for a
HD resolution frame with non-translational affine estimation
error variances of σe211 = σe212 = σe221 = σe222 = 5 · 10−10
(cf. Table I), translational estimation error variances σe213 =
σe223 = 0, and selected to yield a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of 30 dB. In Fig. 3 the bit rate is plotted versus the translational
variances on one axis (σe213 , σe223 ) and the non-translational
affine variances (σe211 , σe212 , σe221 , σe222 ) on the other axis. For
visualization both translational and all non-translational affine
error variances are assumed to be equal. Isolines are marked
by data tips in the 3D plot in Fig. 3 for a translational halfpel resolution (data tip for “transl. var.: 0.0208”) as well as
quarter-pel resolution (data tips with “transl. var.: 0.0052”) and
3 QCIF : quarter common intermediate format (resolution of 176×144); CIF :
common intermediate format (resolution of 352×188); SD: standard-definition
(resolution of 720×576 for the phase alternating line system (PAL)).
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•

Fig. 2. Location-dependent bit rate for a HD frame and maximum accurate
non-translational affine estimation (σe211 = σe212 = σe221 = σe222 = 5 · 10−10 ) and
translational quarter-pel resolution.

•

Fig. 3.

Minimum required bit rate versus variances σe2i j for a distortion of

SNR = 30 dB assuming σe2 = σe2 = σe2 = σe2 (called σe2
in (b)) and
11
12
21
22
aff.
σe213 = σe223 for HD resolution.

non-translational affine estimation error variances of σe211 =
σe212 = σe221 = σe222 = 5 · 10−10 (cf. Table I).
7) Conclusions for the Fully Affine Motion Model for Global
Motion Compensation: From the results it can be inferred:
•

•

The variances of the estimation errors of the nontranslational affine parameters (σe211 , σe212 , σe221 , σe222 ) have
to be magnitudes smaller than the variances of the
translational parameters (σe213 , σe223 ) to yield reasonably
small bit rates. For a potential quantization of the nontranslational affine parameters for encoding purposes this
fact should be taken into account. The error variances
as well as the bit rates are location-dependent, which
becomes important for non (purely) translational motion
like rotation.
The isoline with all non-translational affine error variances equal to zero (not printed in the logarithmic plot in
Fig. 3) describes the bit rate for encoding the prediction
error for a translational motion model (which is identical
to the results from Girod [4] for same correlations). Nontranslational affine variances unequal to zero obviously
can only occur if an affine model is employed. In such a

•

case, affine motions contained in a scene can be matched
much better than with a purely translational motion
model, i. e. the operating point moves towards the dark
blue plateau in Fig. 3. Using an affine motion model is
especially beneficial in the case that high amounts of nontranslational motions are contained in a scene.
For a sequence with a specific degree of non-translational
affine motion (“affinity”), which cannot be described by
a translational motion model, the minimum bit rate is
limited along the (non-translational) affine-variances-axis
(directing from the origin leftwards in Fig. 3). As an
example, a HD sequence with an “affinity” of 10−7 is
assumed (Table II). The additional estimation error is
negligible in this example since it is three orders of
magnitude smaller (see Table I) and consequently also
the contribution of the estimation error to the bit rate
is negligible. For the example above the minimum bit
rate for encoding the prediction error using a purely
translational motion estimation with the small estimation
error variances of σe213 = σe223 = 0.0052 is 1.034 bit/sample
(central data tip in Fig. 3). In contrast to that the minimum
bit rate is only 0.264 bit/sample for an accurate affine motion
estimation with estimation error variances of σe211 = σe212 =
σe221 = σe222 = 5·10−10 and the same translational accuracy
of 1/4-pel resolution (lower data tip in Fig. 3).
From the example given in the third bullet point, it can be
generalized that the minimum required bit rate is reached,
if the motion model covers the real motion contained
in the scene, and if the affine estimation is highly
accurate. The feasibility of this requirement is shown in
this work.
2
2
As it is obvious from (12)–(14), σx
 and σy  increase
for large image dimensions. For block-based motion compensation, the “frame dimensions” are equal to the block
dimensions. A block-based affine motion-compensated
prediction is analyzed in the following subsection.

B. Efficiency Analysis of Simplified Affine Motion
Compensation
An efficiency analysis of a fully affine motion model has
been presented in the previous subsection. In contrast to
that, a simplified affine motion model with only 4 degrees
of freedom is assumed here. Although “simplified” in the
name suggests that also the theoretical analysis is simplified,
additional dependencies between the parameters of the model
have to be considered. However, the basic structure of the
derivation remains the same and only the modeling of the
probability density function simp pX s ,Ys x s , ys |x, y is
different.
1) Derivation of the Probability Density Function of the
Displacement Estimation Error for a Simplified Affine Model:
A simplified affine model with four parameters like proposed
by Li et al. [14] is assumed.
With the rotation angle θ , the scaling factor ss in both, horizontal and vertical direction, and the translational parameters
c and f (which correspond to the parameters a13 and a23
in the fully affine model in Section II-A.1), the relationship
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between the coordinates x and y before and x s and ys after
the transformation is described in [14] as
x s
ys

=
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Considering (32) and (29) results in:
simp

ss cos θ ·x + ss sin θ · y + c ;

= −ss sin θ ·x + ss cos θ · y + f.

and

(ss sin θ ) by b

·

(26)

respectively, (25) can be expressed as
x s = (a + 1) · x +

ea · x + eb · y + ec ;

ys = ŷs − ys = −eb · x + ea · y + e f .

(28)

Assuming each error term ei to be zero-mean
Gaussian distributed leads to the probability density
functions (pdfs)


ei2
1
p(ei ) = 
· exp − 2 with i = {a, b, c, f } . (29)
2σei
2πσ 2
ei

For statistically independent variables, the joint pdf
p Ea ,Eb ,Ec ,E f (ea , eb , ec , e f ) for the random processes E a , E b ,
E c , E f and the observations ea , eb , ec , e f is:

In order to convert the pdf p Ea ,Eb ,Ec ,E f (ea , eb , ec , e f ) to the
desired pdf simp pX s ,Ys (x s , ys |x, y), the transformation
theorem for pdfs can be used again (Equation (6)). Here, X s ,
Ys are the random processes generating the displacement
estimation errors x s , ys (in pel) caused by affine parameter
estimation errors. With (28) this yields

=

pX s ,Ys x s , ys |x, y
R4

and M = − xys − yx s

·δ

− (−eb x + ea y + e f ) dea deb dec de f
(31)

with a dependency on the location coordinates x, y in the
current frame. Using the properties of the delta function results
in
simp

=

R2

pX s ,Ys x s , ys |x, y
p Ea ,Eb ,Ec ,E f (ea , eb , x s − ea x − eb y,

ys + eb x − ea y) dea deb .

(32)

2

σe2a − xx s + yys

− x 2 σe2f − y 2 σe2c

(35)
2

σe2b
(36)

is obtained.
Transforming (34) into the form of a common bivariate
zero-mean normal distribution with ρ being the correlation
coefficient between X  and Y  leads to the desired final
pdf of the displacement estimation error:
pX s ,Ys x s , ys |x, y
1

=
2π σxs σys 1−ρ 2



1
x s2 ys2 2ρ · x s · ys
· exp −
+ 2 −
2
σxs · σys
2 1−ρ 2
σx
σy 


simp

s

s

(37)
with

2
σx

s

= N·
2
σy
 = N·

ρ=

· δ x s − (ea x + eb y + ec )

(34)



+ x 2 σe2c + y 2 σe2f σe2b + σe2c σe2f

s

p Ea ,...,E f (ea , . . . , e f )

ys

(33)

pX s ,Ys x s , ys |x, y

M
1
√ · exp
=
2N
2π N


2
2
2
2
2 2
2 2
x + y σeb + y σec + x σe f σe2a
with N =

p Ea ,Eb ,Ec ,E f (ea , eb , ec , e f ) = p(ea ) · p(eb ) · p(ec ) · p(e f ).
(30)

simp

−

simp

(27)

Each parameter a, b, c, f is assumed to be perturbed by
an independent error term ei , with i = {a, b, c, f }, caused
by inaccurate parameter estimation. The perturbed coordinates
x̂ s , ŷs lead to displacement estimation errors in horizontal and
vertical direction of x s and ys (in pel)
x s = x̂ s − x s =

exp

After the two integrations

b· y+c ;

ys = − b · x + (a + 1) · y + f.

(2π)2 σea σeb σec σe f
2
x s − ea x − eb y
2σe2c

eb2
ea2
−
−
2σe2a
2σe2b
R2
2
ys + eb x − ea y
dea deb .
−
2σe2f

(25)

Replacing
(ss cos θ ) by (1+a)

1

pX s ,Ys x s , ys |x, y =





 −1
σe2a y 2 +σe2b x 2 +σe2f · 1−ρ 2
,

(38)


 −1
σe2a x 2 +σe2b y 2 +σe2c · 1−ρ 2

(39)

σe2a x y −σe2b x y

.
σe2a y 2 + σe2b x 2 + σe2f σe2a x 2 + σe2b y 2 + σe2c

(40)

2
2
Obviously, the variances σx
 and σy  depend on the
s
s
locations x, y in the frame similarly to the fully affine model
simp
(Section II-A.1). Further on,
pX s ,Ys x s , ys |x, y is
abbreviated as simp pX s ,Ys x s , ys for simplicity. Moreover, in contrast to the fully affine case in Section II-A,
the variances of the random processes X s and Ys both
depend on the variances of all estimated parameters and thus
X s and Ys are interdependent.
For equal variances σe2a = σe2b , the correlation coefficient
ρ becomes zero, since the influence on x s and ys is
pairwise similar. Thus x  and y  can be considered as
uncorrelated and the pdfof the displacement estimation error
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TABLE III
M EASURED VARIANCES σe2a , σe2b [14] OF S IMPLIFIED A FFINE T RANSFOR MATION PARAMETERS OF A ERIAL V IDEOS F ROM THE TAVT D ATA S ET
( SET 1) [13], [40].

of the simplified affine model becomes the solution for the
fully affine case.
2) Rate-Distortion Analysis of the Simplified Affine Model:
To derive the minimum required bit rate for encoding the
prediction error using motion-compensated prediction in video
coding using the simplified affine model from Section IIB.1, the derivations from Section II-A.4 and Section II-A.5
are employed again. With the Fourier transform simp P() of
simp p


X s ,Ys x s , ys from the last subsection and Equation (17), the power spectral density of the prediction error
simp S () for the simplified affine model is derived. Hereby,
ee
the same power spectral density of the signal Sss is assumed as
derived in Section II-A.3. Evaluating the rate-distortion theory
by exploiting (18) and (19) yields the distortion D and the
minimum required bit rate R(D), which correspond to simp D
and simp R simp D , respectively, for encoding the prediction
error by using a simplified affine model as defined in (27).
The rate-distortion theory for the simplified affine motioncompensated prediction is evaluated in accordance with the
procedure described in Section II-A.6, where the analysis
was carried out for the fully affine model. For evaluation,
the same autocorrelation function (Equation (15)) of the signal
as determined in Section II-A.6.b was assumed. As discussed
above, the only difference in the evaluation is that the Fourier
transform of the pdf of the displacement estimation error
from the simplified affine model simp P() is inserted in (17)
instead of the Fourier transform of the pdfof the displacement
estimation error from the fully affine model P().
Evaluation of the rate-distortion theory for a distortion of
SNR = 30 dB results in minimum required bit rates for different
variances σe2i of Gaussian displacement estimation error pdfs
of the simplified affine transformation parameters as shown in
Fig. 4. For the simulations, the affine parameters were assumed
to be in the fixed ratio σe2b = 2σe2a as measured (see Table II)
and both translational parameters to be equal (σe2c = σe2f ).
The affinities of the aerial video sequences from the TAVT
data set (set 1) were measured similarly to the measures
presented in Section II-A.6.a. The results are given in Table III
and support the ratio. It is obvious that the results for the
simplified affine model are almost the same as for the fully
affine model (Table II) since barely no motions are contained
in the sequences which cannot be covered by the simplified
model. Moreover the smaller number of parameters of the
simplified model may be estimated more accurately.
The minimum bit rates as a function of the simplified nontranslational affine (axis from center to left) and translational

Fig. 4. Minimum required bit rate versus variances σe2i , i = a, b, c, f
of Gaussian displacement estimation error pdfs for SNR = 30 dB assuming
σe2b = 2σe2a and σe2c = σe2f (block size 64 × 64 pel, transform center in the
middle of the block) [30].

variances (axis from center to right) are presented in Fig. 4
for a block size of 64×64 pel.
It is noteworthy that the operating point (σe2b = 2σe2a ,
σe2c = σe2f ) reaches higher bit rates if the motion contained in
the sequence cannot be represented by the motion model. This
is the case when a purely translational motion model is used
to estimate a sequence containing distinct (non purely translational) affine motion—albeit the resulting bit rate difference
decreases for smaller block (or frame) sizes. For the example
of a block size of 64×64 pel, the minimum required bit rate
for an accurate simplified affine estimation of σe2a = 3 · 10−10 ,
σe2b = 6 · 10−10 and σe2c = σe2f = 3 · 10−5 amounts to
0.0020 bit/sample. For a translational quarter-pel resolution and
equal non-translational affine variances, the bit rate increases
to 0.2557 bit/sample (lower data tip in Fig. 4). On the contrary, for
a purely translational motion model with the same translational
quarter-pel resolution, the non-translational affine part of the
motion contained in the scene cannot be covered at all, leading
to high variances σe2a = 2.2 · 10−7 , σe2b = 4.4 · 10−7 and
consequently higher bit rates of 0.2645 bit/sample for block sizes
of 64×64 pel or 1.5589 bit/sample for global motion compensation
(both not shown). For the example of translational quarterpel resolution (which is equal to translational estimation error
variances of 0.0052 as already stated), a block size of 64 ×
64 pel and a ratio of the non-translational simplified affine
estimation errors of σe2b = 2σe2a, the rate-distortion optimized
bit rate for intra encoding of the HD resolution video signal
itself amounts to a bit rate of 1.9918 bit/sample. Considering
bit rates and corresponding estimation error variances for
encoding the prediction error (Fig. 4), it can be concluded
that simplified affine motion-compensated prediction achieves
improvements for non-translational affine variances of about
σe2a = 3·10−4 or smaller.
In Fig. 5 the bit rates are compared for a fully affine model
(six degrees of freedom) (circles) and the simplified, four-
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Fig. 5. Minimum required bit rate and achievable gains of the simplified
affine vs. the fully affine motion model for a block size of 64 × 64 pel (SNR =
30 dB, σe2b = 2σe2a, σe2c = σe2f ), magnification in (b) [30].

parameter model (crosses) for 64 × 64 pel blocks as used as
maximum block size in the current video coding standard
HEVC. The plots show that the simplified model requires
a smaller amount of bits for encoding the prediction error
compared to a fully affine model for equal error variances. This
can be explained since in (40) it became obvious that X s and
Ys are correlated for the simplified affine model. On the other
hand, the model error may increase for sequences containing
motions which cannot be covered by a simplified but by a
fully affine model, which occurs, e. g. for shearing. However,
the difference between the simplified and the fully affine
model is negligible in terms of bit rate saving. Motions which
cannot be covered by the simplified affine motion model rarely
occur in surveillance video sequences—and presumably also
in general videos only to a minor extent. Thus, from a coding
point of view it is beneficial to encode as few parameters
as possible and consequently, the use of the simplified affine
model for encoding purposes is reasonable.
III. E XPERIMENTS
This section is divided into two parts: in Section III-A the
rate-distortion theory for affine motion-compensated prediction from Section II is investigated. The unquantized prediction
error is quantized so that a predefined distortion, e. g. of 30 dB
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), is introduced between the original
signal and the quantization error. In this manner, the prediction
error caused by inaccurate motion estimation as modeled in
Section II is simulated and the prediction error bit rate model
is validated.
Operational rate-distortion diagrams for common video test
sequences containing distinct non-translational affine motions
are presented and compared to those of real-world aerial and
non-aerial video sequences in Section III-B.
A. Affine Motion Compensation in Video Coding
In this subsection the model for calculating the minimum
required bit rate for encoding the prediction error using affine
motion-compensated prediction from Section II is verified.
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Fig. 6.

Test image Hannover [38].

Moreover, video sequences with and without distinct affine—
non purely translational—motion are compared.
In Section II the rate-distortion function for affine motioncompensated prediction was derived and the bit rate for
encoding the prediction error was calculated as a function of
the motion estimation accuracy. The latter was characterized
by the variances of errors of the affine mapping parameters.
For visualization of the results in Fig. 3 in a 3D plot,
the variances of the errors of the translational affine parameters
σe213 , σe223 and the non-translational affine parameters σe211 ,
σe212 , σe221 , σe222 , respectively, were assumed to be equal. Since
the Gaussian distribution has the highest entropy among all
distributions with given mean and variance—and Gaussian
distributions have been assumed for the distributions of the
motion estimation errors—the resulting model bit rate is the
supremum of the minimum required bit rate for encoding
the prediction error. In other words, for any non-Gaussian
distribution, the rate-distortion optimized minimum required
bit rate for encoding the prediction error is expected to be
smaller than predicted by the model.
To validate the model introduced in Section II-A,
the 10000 × 10000 pel aerial image of Hannover (Fig. 6) [38]
was used. The image provides a similar signal characteristic as
the other HD test sequences in terms of its autocorrelation coefficients. In Fig. 7 the autocorrelation coefficient of Hannover
is compared to those of a HD resolution JCT- VC test sequence
[10], a test sequence which contains high amounts of nontranslational affine motions proposed by Li [14], and an aerial
test sequence from the TAVT data set [13], [40]. The plots show
that the autocorrelation coefficients almost perfectly match the
model assumed in Section II-A.3 for small and medium pel
shifts of |τx | ≤ 50.
A virtual camera has been used to extract several full HD
resolution (1920×1080 pel) frames from the large aerial image
of Hannover which were concatenated to a video sequence.
The frame-to-frame motions comply with an affine motion
model (Section II-A.1). To generate the affine motion for the
virtual camera path, (pseudo-) random numbers were drawn
from a Gaussian distribution with given means and variances.
The means of the affine parameters are selected such that the
mean frame-to-frame motion is zero, i. e. the mean value is
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Fig. 8. Setup for measuring the bit rate for encoding the prediction error.
The quantization is adjusted so that a predefined distortion, e. g. 30 dB SNR,
is met and the corresponding entropy of the quantized DPCM amplitude values
is determined.

Fig. 7. Measured autocorrelation coefficients ρss,x in horizontal direction.
of the natural video test sequences BasketballDrive (Fig. 11a) [10] and
ShieldsPart (Figs. 10a and 10b) [14] as well as of the aerial test sequence
350m sequence (Fig. 12a) from the TAVT data set [13], [40] (averaged over
50 frames each) and of the test image Hannover (10000 × 10000 pel) [38]
(cropped to same width, Fig. 6b). For the model evaluation in the plots (red
lines), the correlation coefficient of each specific test sequence or image,
respectively, was used. It can be seen that the exponentially decaying model
perfectly fits for small to medium shifts up to ±50 pel and that the measured
correlations are small (≤ 0.4) for larger shifts.

1 for the parameters a11 and a22 , and zero for the remaining
parameters a12 , a13 , a21 , a23. The resulting video sequence
signal s now has well-known frame-to-frame mappings. Thus,
the sequence can be used to measure the bit rates needed
for encoding the prediction error. Assuming the most trivial
motion estimation system which always predicts “no motion”,
the artificially introduced motion becomes exactly the prediction error e, which can be calculated just as the difference
between two consecutive frames in the video sequence.
The setup for the measurement is shown in Fig. 8.
The unquantized prediction error e is decorrelated using
a differential pulse-code modulation (DPCM), where only
the correlations between horizontally (skx−1,y ) and vertically (skx,y−1 ) neighboring pels are exploited for the prediction of the current pel ŝkx,y at position (x, y), whereas
ŝkx,y = skx,y − 0.5 skx−1,y − 0.5 skx,y−1 . An uniform quantization
is applied afterwards so that the signal-to-noise ratio between
the video signal s and the quantization error eq = e − e is
equal to a predefined value, e. g. of 30 dB as assumed for the
model in Section II-A.6.c. The bit rate is calculated as the
entropy of a memoryless source, which corresponds to the
bit rate needed for encoding the quantized prediction error,
assuming perfectly decorrelated symbols after the DPCM.
The results are shown in Fig. 9 for a SNR of 30 dB (like
assumed in the entire Section II) and using 30 frames with
different motions for each data point. It is obvious that the
measurement qualitatively perfectly matches the theory, but
that the measured bit rates are smaller than those of the
model (Fig. 3). For instance, the measured maximum bit
rate is 2.507 bit/sample, for 10−5 for the translational variances

σe213 , σe223 and 10−2 for the non-translational affine variances
σe211 , σe212 , σe221 , σe222 (upper left data tip in Fig. 9), instead
of 2.53 bit/sample as predicted by the model (upper left data
tip in Fig. 3). Accordingly for the translational variances of
0.0052 and the non-translational affine variances of 10−7 ,
the measured bit rate of 0.382 bit/sample (central data tip in
Fig. 9) is lower than the model bit rate of 1.034 bit/sample
(central data tip in Fig. 3). For very small variances below
0.02 (translational) and 10−8 (non-translational), the measured
bit rates faster decrease to zero than predicted by the model
(dark blue plateau in Fig. 9). These differences may mainly
be caused by the low-pass filtering character of the Lanczos
interpolation filter used during the generation of the test
sequence Hannover. By low-pass filtering, higher frequencies
are flattened or entirely removed from the signal, which
finally leads to smaller bit rates needed for encoding the
prediction error in the measurement compared to the model.
The pronounced lower plateau mainly occurs since for very
small affine motions introduced during the generation of the
test sequence, the affine distorted image perfectly matches the
original after interpolation filtering. Thus, the prediction error
image as introduced above is nil and consequently no bit rate
is needed for encoding it.
Since the model bit rates represent the supremum of the
minimum required bit rate for encoding the prediction error,
the measurements empirically prove the correctness of the
model.
To reveal the operating range of the model for real-world
sequences, the test sequence ShieldsPart (1920×1080, 50 fps,
8 bit/sample, chroma subsampling 4:2:0, 100 frames) (Fig. 10)
[14] was exemplary used. It was encoded using JEM 7.1
(Apache Subversion (SVN) revision 603) [16] with the random
access (RA) profile and the low-delay p (LDP) profile [24]. The
sequence has been proposed to demonstrate the efficiency of
affine motion-compensated prediction by Li et al. [14] since it
contains distinct (non-translational) affine motion. Taking the
average luminance value of 49.5 for ShieldsPart into account,
a SNR of 30 dB corresponds to a PSNR of 44.2 dB on an
8-bit scale. The averaged bit rate over both profiles, only
using non-intra coded frames for encoding the sequence at the
given PSNR for the luminance component is 68599 kbit/s, which
corresponds to a mean bit rate of 0.66 bit/sample. This bit rate
also includes signaling, which is neither covered by the model
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Fig. 11. JCT- VC test sequences BasketballDrive and Cactus (both full HD
resolution, 50 fps) [10].

Fig. 9. Bit rate for encoding the prediction error as a function of the motion
estimation error variances for a frame in full HD resolution (1920 × 1080)
using DPCM for signal decorrelation and uniform quantization.

Fig. 10.
Test sequence ShieldsPart (50 fps) containing distinct (nontranslational) affine motion [14].

nor considered in the measurement. Extrapolating the findings
for AVC from Klomp [31] to HEVC or, more specific, to the
HEVC Test Model- ( HM-) based JEM software, the signaling
data may account for less than 10 percent in the case of fine
quantization (quantization parameter (QP) 15 for RA and QP
16 for LDP).
As can be seen in Fig. 9, the operating point for the sequence
is located in the middle of the mid-blue area above the marked
point at “transl. var.: 0.0052; aff. var.: 1e-7” (central data tip
in Fig. 9) for the sequence. Hereby, translational quarter-pel
resolution like used in the JEM software [42] is assumed, which
corresponds to the isoline at the translational variance 0.0052.
Using the derivations of Section II-A, the model bit rate for
the sequence is approximately 2.2 bit/sample (not shown) for a
block size of 128×128 pel as used in JEM with translational
quarter-pel resolution and non-translational affine motion vec1
tor accuracies of 16
pel, which corresponds to the internal
luma resolution of JEM. Compared to the modeled bit rate,
the measured bit rate is approximately half as high, which can
be explained as follows: first, the assumption of a stationary
signal was made in the model, which may not entirely be
true for natural videos. Second, in the example calculations
the translational and the non-translational parameter error
variances were each assumed to be identical, i. e. σe213 = σe223

and σe211 = σe212 = σe221 = σe222 , which may not be fulfilled
in case that the error variances are not predominantly caused
by artificial quantization of the (simplified) affine parameters.
Third, the autocorrelation function of the signal was assumed
to be exponentially decreasing, which is a good approximation
of a video signal although it is not entirely reflecting reality.
Especially for larger shifts it was demonstrated in Fig. 7 that
the exponentially decreasing autocorrelation model tends to
overestimate the high frequency components contained in the
signal, which increases the bit rate in the model. Moreover,
in the model calculations averaged correlations between adjacent pels were assumed to generalize the model. However,
for specific sequences these correlations may highly vary,
leading to different modeled bit rates (cf. Section II-A.6.b).
Finally, the displacement estimation error pdfwas derived to
be Gaussian distributed, induced by the assumed Gaussian
distributed affine estimation errors (Section II-A.2), which
leads to the highest entropy compared with other pdfsof
the same variance. Thus, it will overestimate the minimum
required bit rate for finite real-world signals.
In conclusion, it has been proven that the model provides
valuable indications of the prediction error bit rate as a
function of the affine motion estimation accuracy. It was
verified by measurements that the model qualitatively perfectly
predicts the behavior of the prediction error bit rate. Due to
several assumptions made in the model which approximate
real-world signals, the result obtained by the model can be
considered as a supremum for the minimum required bit rate
for encoding the prediction error.
B. Operational rate-distortion diagrams using JEM without
and with affine motion-compensated prediction
To evaluate the performance of (simplified) affine motion
compensated prediction in video coding, video sequences with
different characteristics are encoded using JEM 7.1 (SVN revision 603) [16] with and without affine motion compensation.
From the JCT- VC test set [10], the full HD resolution sequences
BasketballDrive and Cactus, both recorded at 50 fps, were
arbitrarily selected to represent natural video content (Fig. 11).
Predominantly planar, high quality, full HD resolution aerial
sequences with a preferentially translational global motion,
recorded at 30 fps, are represented by the TNT Aerial Video
Testset (TAVT) sequences (set 1) named 350 m sequence, 500 m
sequence, 1000 m sequence and 1500 m sequence (Fig. 12)
[13], [40]. The names represent the approximate recording
height and indicate that for higher altitudes the ground resolution decreases, since the camera settings have not been
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for BasketballDrive, and 0.33 % (LDP) and 0.41 % (RA) for the
350 m sequence were achieved. However, the BD rate gains for
the Cactus sequence including rotating elements are 6.32 %
for LDP and 5.48 % for RA. For the sequence ShieldsPart
containing a considerable amount of non-translational affine
zoom motion, the observed gains even increase to 24.75 %
(LDP) and 13.29 % (RA).
For sequences containing distinct non-translational affine
motion, affine motion-compensated prediction may highly
increase the coding efficiency of upcoming video coding
standards. Especially aerial sequences captured from a drone
with high amounts of rotation and zoom may highly benefit
from affine motion-compensated prediction.
Fig. 12. Test sequences from the TNT Aerial Video Testset (TAVT) [13], [40].

Fig. 13. Operational rate-distortion curves for different sequences encoded
by JEM 7.1 (SVN revision 603) [16] with (squares) and without (stars)
simplified affine motion compensation. Results for the random access (RA)
profile are displayed. Sequences containing high amounts of non-translational
motion (e. g. ShieldsPart) clearly profit from simplified affine motion compensation whereas sequences without such motions (e. g. 350 m sequence,
BasketballDrive) do not benefit from the simplified affine motion model.

changed for the sequences. As an example for a test sequence
containing distinct non-translational affine motion, ShieldsPart
is used (Fig. 10, see above) [14].
Operational rate-distortion (RD) curves for 500 frames of
the test sequences each, except for ShieldsPart which only
consists of 100 frames, are measured for the random access
(RA) and the low-delay p (LDP) profile for the cases of
enabled and disabled simplified affine motion-compensated
prediction. The results for RA are shown in Fig. 13, whereas
squares represent enabled and stars disabled simplified affine
motion-compensated prediction, respectively. Identically colored curves belong to the same sequences. For reasons of
clarity, the operational RD curves for the TAVT sequences
are represented by only the 350 m sequence, since the other
sequences behave similarly albeit at other bit rate levels. It is
obvious that for the sequence BasketballDrive from the JCTVC test set as well as for the 350 m sequence (and accordingly
the other three TAVT sequences used here but not shown in the
graph) only small gains can be achieved by using affine motion
compensation. For the evaluation, Bjøntegaard delta (BD) rates
were calculated, which measure the average bit rate difference
between two rate-distortion curves [43], [44]. For the test
sequences BD rate gains of only 0.88 % (LDP) and 0.54 % (RA)

IV. C ONCLUSION
In this work affine motion-compensated prediction in video
coding was analyzed. The minimum bit rate required for
encoding the prediction error was derived for a fully affine
motion model with six degrees of freedom as well as for
a simplified affine motion model with only four degrees of
freedom. Both models are of particular interest since they
are investigated in the standardization activities from JVET
in the context of a video coding standard succeeding HEVC,
likely to be named Versatile Video Coding (VVC). By using
the rate-distortion theory, the minimum required bit rate for
encoding the prediction error as a function of the motion
estimation accuracy has been modeled (derivation flowchart
in Fig. 1). To achieve this, the parameters of each affine
motion model were assumed to be affected by statistically
independent estimation errors with probability density functions (pdfs) following zero-mean Gaussian distributions. From
the joint pdf of these parameter estimation errors, the pdfof
the displacement estimation error in the image was derived.
In contrast to previously existing models, e. g. for purely
translational motion-compensated prediction, the displacement
estimation error is location-dependent in the case of any affine
motion-compensated prediction. The pdfof the displacement
estimation error is Gaussian distributed as well and is a function of the affine parameter estimation errors. By combining
the Fourier transform of the pdfof the displacement estimation
error and the modeled power spectral density ( PSD) of videos,
the PSDof the prediction error is derived. Applying the ratedistortion theory results in the minimum required bit rate for
encoding the prediction error for a given signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Due to the Gaussian distribution assumptions and since
the Gaussian distribution has the highest entropy among all
distributions with same mean and variance, the supremum of
the minimum bit rate required for encoding the prediction error
was finally obtained.
Furthermore, the model error was determined which occurs
if a translational motion model is used for a sequence containing motions, which can only be described by an affine
motion model, i. e. rotation, scaling and shearing (“affinities”)
in addition to translation. The results show that both, the affine
parameter estimation errors as well as the affinities inherently
contained in a sequence, can be mathematically modeled in
the same way. For affine motion-compensated prediction to
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be more efficient than simple intra coding of a HD resolution
video signal itself, a bit rate of less than 2.0 bit/sample must
be provided for a SNR of 30 dB. Using the example of a
simplified affine motion model with a block size of 64×64 pel
and a translational quarter-pel accuracy, this can only be
achieved for an affine motion estimation accuracy of σe2a =
3 · 10−4 or smaller, which can easily be achieved with realworld implementations.
Comparing the results from the fully affine motion model
with those from the simplified one, it can be found that for typical affine transformation parameter estimation error variances
the bit rate difference is negligible. Since the vast majority
of motions contained in real-world sequences can already be
described by the simplified affine motion model, only a small
additional gain can be expected from a motion model additionally covering motions of very rare occurrence. Moreover,
from a coding point of view, it is typically beneficial to encode
as few parameters as possible. The derived model has been
experimentally verified. Due to several assumptions in order
to approximate the real world and since the supremum of the
minimum prediction error bit rate is modeled, the absolute
measured bit rates are below the modeled ones. However,
in conclusion, the model provides valuable information about
the minimum required motion estimation accuracy to enable
a predefined bit rate for encoding the prediction error and to
design upcoming video coding standards in terms of minimum
required affine motion parameter accuracy.
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